Real Estate Words List
a home that fits your lifestyle
abundant natural light
accessible
affordable elegance
ambiance
balustrade
beautifully modern
cedar lined ceiling with downlights
clever, sunny spaces
cleverly divided into different zones
compact ensuite
copious
covered patio
create another element of texture
cube inset basin
designed to meet the requirements of families as
they grow and their needs change
differing hues
distinctive
double undermount sinks
dramatic angled roof lines
elegant
elegant basin
exceptional
expanses of glass flooding the home with natural
light
expansive living areas
extensive
extra wide pot drawer

exudes contemporary elegance
flexible options for all the family
free standing bath
French doors
function spaces
good flow
grassed zone
immaculate home in the heart of
in a desirable neighbourhood
indoor/outdoor space become one for
entertaining
indoor/outdoor space combined as one
indoor/outdoor space combined as one
lifestyle
live in luxury/style
lots of zones for different activities
low maintenance
lush
lush landscaping
multi-purpose living room
offering an inviting contrast
open sitting area with views
open-plan spaces that flow seamlessly to the
outdoors
parents' retreat
paved portico entry
perfect home for people who like to entertain
pivot door shower
popular wraparound kitchen
practical and attractive design features
provides a sense of abundant light and space

relaxing, tranquil and visually interesting
roomy bench tops
semi-recess basin
smart home on a budget
spaces that encourage an outdoor lifestyle
walk-in wardrobe with custom fitted doors,
shelves and hanging rails
warm ambiance
white, bright, minimalist bathroom
whole new look and feel
modern elegance
modern, functional/casually elegant
peaceful
picturesque
prestigious
retreat
up-market
the island bench, with double sinks, is also a
breakfast bar
sweeping views
mocha toned cabinetry
the gallery kitchen features some interesting
design nuances which contribute to the sense of
space
scenic
secluded
computer nook/study nook
adaptable multi-generational living
secure
shelving over the refrigerator
eye-catching first impression
serene
stylish

a haven for nature
provides more choice
tasteful
wine rack
clean lines and modern detailing
private courtyard
this immaculate home is an unusual find
above counter basins (bathroom)
tranquil
unsurpassed
vaulted ceiling
sleek finish
in demand features such as high ceilings, stone
benchtops
enviable location
versatile
welcoming
light filled
with breathtaking/panoramic views
with country charm
clearly defined zones
great community feel
a bold street presence
character and quality finishes
exotic charm
free-standing bath
grand feeling of wide entry hall
windows draw in the light
relaxation nook
roomy open-living zone
wardrobe nooks
cutting edge building

